
Welcome



 Preamble
Atlas Rising has created a new project that functions much like a mutual fund and also 
utilizes alternative Energy. So far as we know ,  there is nothing like this that we can 
find       . Our project can provide an  opportunity for people from all walks of life to invest 
into a more sustainable future. 

This has happened many times in the past with Oil & Gas exploration, Land & Cattle 
Barons along with Real Estate development and Banking. Now it’s happening again 
with renewable energies and  cryptocurrencies. Only this time it is taking place on a 
world wide scale driven by a decentralized and new technology.

 When organizing Atlas Rising, we wanted to include many features for the benefit of 
the investors that would help put the odds in their favor. Just as importantly we 
wanted to build a strong company that would grow and be here for the long term.

Our questions were answered when we clarified that we wanted to have a company 
that was asset based and we wanted to share the success of the company with a  ETH 
reward. Also we wanted to be free from sales in order to be successful.  

In other words, we did not want to rely on the public acceptance of a product or 
service for our success. There have been many products that were very well designed 
and beneficial for the user but for whatever the reason, the product never was 
accepted.  
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Creating a fund that will tokenize the assets benefits everyone in several ways.  

Allow me to explain a few of the problems that Atlas Rising overcomes.  An individual 
decides that he would like to invest in crypto. His first hurdle to overcome is 
knowledge. Which one should he invest in?  Which one offers the most opportunity?  
How do I research the company?  Where do I find time to do all of this?  

Let's say he decides which crypto that he wants to invest in and has about 500.00 
USD.  He looks around and decides that he wants to invest in a new coin that he 
discovered. He invests his 500.00 only to discover that the coin lost 50 percent of its 
value overnight.  He further noticed that BTC increased 10 or 15 percent at the same 
time. The individual has only a few options,  hold his coin and hope that there will be 
a recovery of some sort. 

However, this may take months if not years. The second option is to sell at a lost and 
then re-invest the remaining amount into a different crypto and hope for a strong 
recovery.  In this scenario, the only profit can be obtained for the crypto growing in 
value and then selling the crypto. The downside to selling is now the individual  no 
longer owns the crypto and there is  no opportunity for any additional profits to be 
realized.  

The individual is at 100% risk with his investment.    

Now he decides he wants to set up a ASIC miner. He purchases a miner and runs it 
for about a week. At the end of the week he evaluates the amount of crypto that he 
netted out and determines that it will take about 4 years just to break even. After the 
break even then he discovers that he will be making only a few dollars. Therefore, it 
is not feasible to set up and mine.  

How does Atlas Rising solve these issues? Our team will research and evaluate 
cryptos that offer the most potential for growth and profit. Thru our contacts, 
support team and constant evaluations we can find the best cryptos and weed out 
the trash. But we also spread the investments around so that we can also spread risk 
around.   

If Atlas Rising were to invest in an emerging growth crypto that offered a higher risk, 
then only a very small amount is allocated for high risk. The other is allocated for 
mainstream crypto such as BTC or LTC.  In the scenario above the "new coin" has a 
loss overnight but since Atlas Rising is in many different crypto, then the BTC and 
other cryptos easily made up for the loss. 

Consider the miner. If Atlas Rising purchases an ASIC miner then that hardware can 
be carried on the company books as an asset. The value of the Rising tokens are 
based on asset value.  So the Rising will reflect a value in the token.  Now the ASIC 
produces crypto which can be used to pay out as a reward or deposited into the 
value which will grow the asset vault.  
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The final consideration is the valuation of the Rising.   Once the Rising is on an 
exchange then there will be a valuation that will develop between the net asset value 
of Atlas Rising and the trading value of the Rising Token.  This multiple is often many 
times the net asset value.   

Atlas Rising has the skills to do many of the tasks necessary in order to benefit from 
the different crypto areas.   Instead of leasing a server for master nodes, Atlas Rising 
will set up on site servers.  As stated above the hardware can be carried on the 
company as an asset but more importantly there is not a monthly expenditure. 

CIRCULATING SUPPLY OF RISINGS

This is one of our key features. We wanted the public to be able to trust and believe 
in this project.   So many times in the past the Dev team have scammed and stolen 
from trusting people.  How can we be different?  How can Atlas Rising demonstrate 
that our main efforts are to protect the people who trust and believe in us?    There 
seems to be a fearful stigma hanging over all of the crypto projects that the Dev team 
will dump tokens and disappear.  That is due to the fact that the Dev team might own 
50, 60 or in some cases as much as 80 percent of the tokens.  

Our solution..... None of the Dev owns Risings at the start.   Here is how this works.  
In order to prevent dilution as much as possible and allocate the assets in the most 
advantageous way,  the Dev Team will receive Risings only after a sale is made.   The 
Dev team will be paid 1%.   That means that the public will own more than the Dev 
team.  Along the way, the Dev Team will be paid for services or participation but in all 
cases the Dev must earn their way.  

If an investor purchases Risings, then Atlas Rising follows a strict formula for the 
distribution of the crypto.   5% of the amount goes to governance.  There are a few 
company expenses that must be paid in order to do business.  But the funds will not 
be spent on new laptops, big desk and fancy office spaces.   At the end of 12 months 
of operations,  if the expenses for governance were only 4% then the remaining 1% 
will be deposited into the vault the coming years governance fee will be set to 4%.

Our marketing and promotion budget was allocated to the public.   Atlas Rising 
wants the support and involvement of the public.   Therefore,  we have implemented 
a referral program.   This is simple and easy.  If a person signs up at Atlasrising.io , he 
will be assigned a link.  Send the link to friends and family and if they invest, then 5% 
of their investment is paid out in ETH as a referral bonus.  
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This bonus will go to levels deep.  So a total of 10% is paid out.   

That leaves 85% of the funds that will go to the vault.  Depending on market 
conditions at the time,  the funds will be distributed amount mainstream crypto, 
Master Nodes,  Crypto trading, emerging growth coins, staking and hardware .

What is the vault?

The vault is critical to Atlas Rising.  The vault is the basis for building the Net Asset 
Value of the company.  Therefore, if BTC or LTC or any other crypto is placed in the 
vault it becomes locked and cannot be removed.   The Rising represents the value of 
the vault.   As the crypto prices rise in value then the Risings should reflect those 
values.   All items in the vault will remain in the vault. 

WHEN WILL THE SOLAR MINING START UP?

Along the way Atlas Rising will operate a few or limited number of ASIC.  Each month 
these rewards will be deposited into the vault so as to stimulate asset growth.  The 
first 4 million raised will be allocated for these items.   The last million raised will be 
entirely allocated for Solar Mining.   As much as 90 percent of the profits from the 
solar miners will be allocated as rewards. These rewards will be paid out as ETH 
bonuses to Rising holders based on their percentage of ownership of Risings.   
The solar mining farm set up will begin once Atlas Rising has sold the total 
500,000,000 risings.   

The mining set up is expected to take about 90 days for construction and assembly.   

ATLAS RISING CRYPTO FUND

The real benefits are far reaching.  An individual can participate in a large array of 
diversified cryptos without the knowledge and research that would normally be 
required.   The risks are spread among many different areas and within the crypto 
arena. 
Also, our design calls for a reward in ETH based on the number of tokens owned.  
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Renewable Energy and Cryptocurrencies

When we talk about renewable energy we are saying, we're using the force of nature 
to utilize energy in processes where we are reducing cost and pollution to near zero 
while satisfying our Society's ever growing demand for more power. There are many 
forms of renewable energy. Most of these renewable energies depend on in one way 
or another, sunlight.

When we talk about Cryptocurrencies we are are talking about a alternative to the 
monetary system as we know it. 

But it's so much more than that, essentially we are at the brink of the ultimate world 
wide change where existing systems make way for new and better systems. In the 
scientific world we call this a Paradigm Shift. Both systems are doing the same thing 
but the new one is more efficient and enhanced. They are in compliance with the 
new daily demand. In our case it is a integration of renewed technologies that are 
basically already existing working coherently.
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Can 100% Renewable Energy be Achieved?

If you think 100% renewable energy will never happen, think again. Several countries 
have adopted ambitious plans to obtain their power from renewable energy. 

These countries are not only accelerating with Renewable Energy installations, but 
are also integrating Renewable Energy into their existing infrastructure to reach a 
100% adoption.

All of these projects started small with just a scribble on a board, then grew into an 
idea that came into existence. They are now a reality and those that invested into 
these projects paved the way for even more projects to come. As for the early 
investors, it was a very profitable endeavor.

Cryptocurrency

The same goes for cryptocurrencies.  Those that have adopted this technology are 
now among the most successful organizations leading the way with new ideas. They 
have become leaders in mining and mining efficiency, but before they got there they 
had to invest into facilities, hardware and electricity.

Now cryptocurrency mining celebrates its 10th year of existence in 2019 and it's 
certainly no fad… Forbes March 2018, “Mining 101” 

Mining is not a fad, as Forbes noted. It’s a lucrative enterprise that  is a necessary 
process to support every blockchain based transaction every second, minute and 
hour of each day. Moreover, this demand process will only increase as blockchain 
based technology and cryptocurrency become more mainstream and widely 
accepted. 

We are already witnessing this progression in business and in retail. Energy costs 
have created a considerable profit friction for cryptocurrency mining organizations 
and the high rate of electrical consumption is cause for alarm as to environmental 
impact.                                            
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Bitcoin is currently the most popular cryptocurrency returning about 1,800 Bitcoins, 
or 12 million US dollars a day, at today's prices, to its miners. In addition to Bitcoin, 
most of the top alternative cryptocurrencies can be mined producing hundreds of 
millions of dollars every day.
 
Current Crypto Mining Energy Consumption Facts…

In recent months, Bitcoin mining electricity consumption is estimated to have           
increased by 29.98%.   If it keeps increasing at this rate, Bitcoin mining will consume 
all the world’s electricity. The number of Americans who could be powered by 
bitcoin mining: 2.4 million.

Bitcoin Mining consumes more electricity than 12 US states (Alaska, Hawaii, Idaho, 
Maine, Montana, New Hampshire, New Mexico, North Dakota, Rhode Island, South 
Dakota, Vermont and Wyoming) 

At the very same time Bitcoin is becoming more and more accepted by the public 
and institutions.  The price continues to rise along with the demand.  
There must be a change if BTC and other cryptos are going to survive and remain 
profitable. 

The only logical solution is solar mining. Simply put, there are no other options or 
solutions. Bitmain will continue to improve on their ASIC miners making them more 
efficient and faster. But they still consume large amount of power. 
Atlas Rising intends to be the first to creatively develop crypto solar mining on a 
large scale.
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Atlasrising.io is based in Dallas, Texas. 

We are a team of entrepreneurs, early crypto adopters and our CEO is an 
experienced blockchain miner. With years of knowledge and the software tools to 
analyze, choose and monitor the most productive cryptocurrencies to mine at any 
given time based on block solution difficulty and profitability. 

Our project will create and apply renewable energy for digital asset mining. Our 
ambition is to be become the global leader in eliminating the environmental impact 
from retail energy consumption for cryptocurrency mining.  
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Road map:

Evaluation: 
R&D:

White Paper: 
Mint Tokens: 

Team foundation: 
Department Creation:

Design and create software:
Server deployment: 

Website: 

Admin and Back office:
Establish payment gateway:

Set up asset management system:
Create wallets for vault: 

Add miners: 
Add Master Nodes:

Add Staking:
Add Crypto:

Build solar arrays: 

Finished 
Finished/Ongoing

Finished 
Finished 

Finished/Ongoing
Finished

Finished/Ongoing
Finished 
Finished/Ongoing 

Finished/Ongoing
Finished

Finished
Finished 

Finished/Ongoing
Finished/Ongoing
Finished/Ongoing
Finished/Ongoing

Preprocessing
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I am an experienced blockchain miner. With years of knowledge and the 
software tools to analyze, choose and monitor the most productive 
cryptocurrencies to mine at any given time based on block solution difficulty 
and profitability. 

David Stanton:  Founder & CEO at Atlas Rising
Country:            United States of America

I started out in sales short they're after started my own sales company. Then I 
got into the financial sector did that for quite some time. I quit that sector 
because of its corruption and then in 2014 I was first introduced to 
cryptocurrency from that moment I saw that would be the future.

Marcus Millstrom: Co Founder & CTO at Atlas Rising
Country:                 The Netherlands
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BA in Advertising and Public Relations from The University of Tampa 2011
Cryptocurrency market analysis expert and project advisor 2016 to current

Jordan Smith:  Social Media Manager
Country:            United States of America



Sales background with affinity for financial services. Currently working in the 
traditional banking sector and a promotion manager at Atlas Rising. 
But interest in crypto began to grow since 2016. this interest is drawing me 
closer and closer to the ever interesting crypto space. 

King Nectuluh: PM at Atlas Rising
Country:            The Netherlands

Eco specialist, uncanny respect for nature, a real outside the box thinker, acter 
liver and thinker. 10 years of experience in most fields around ecology, food 
production and autonomous living and passionate about offgrid living. 
abundance is my goal.

Koen bonaventura   Bio-dynamic farmer, Eco specialist
Country:                   Belgium

Attorney & Counselor at Law

Bar Admissions. Admitted in the United States Patent and Trademark Office. 
Admitted in all four United States District Courts of California. Admitted in all 
four United States District Courts of Texas. Admitted in the State of California. 
Admitted in the United States Bankruptcy Court for The Eastern District of 
Texas. Admitted in the United States Tax Court. Admitted before the United 
States Supreme Court.

John Baker:      Legal Counsel
Country:            United States of America
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Atlas Rising has access to an 85,000 square foot warehouse which has ample rooftop 
space that can support several thousand solar panels. The estimated wattage that can 
be achieve is approximately 2,400,000 watts. The wear house is only one possible 
location for the setting up the solar panels.

There are currently several other locations under consideration for the installation of 
the solar arrays. The initial installation of the solar panels will be fixed in placed.   The 
second phase is  to utilize a sun tracking system which can increase efficiency of each 
Solar Panel as much as 40 percent. Almost all of the commercial Solar Panels that are 
installed simply laying flat against the rooftops. This method of installation is the least 
efficient and the power production is inconstant each moment day by day.  

The power production is best when the Sun is exactly perpendicular to the face of the 
Solar Panel. Using a fixed position for Solar Panels will only produce its highest yield 
for just a few moments for a day.  Each day after that optimum angle, the the sun 
begins to rise lower and lower on the horizon. The winter solstice is the least efficient 
time during the season and the summer solstice is the best time. Adding Sun tracking 
will increase the production of each Solar array by as much as 40 percent increase. 
The Sun tracking systems are expensive and difficult to maintain until now.  

With new technology and advancements, sun tracking system are well worth the time 
and investment to add to the solar panels. 

 

Add the above text to page 6.  We do not want to talk about making the 
panels  only just a solar array
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What makes Atlas Rising Tokens so unique

The Risings are unique since one of the main features will be to receive Bitcoin 
Rewards.  Our business plan demands that we lock and stake the assets in the vault.  
But the revenue generated from the Solar arrays are utilized for rewards and are 
distributed among the Rising holders based on the percentage of their ownership. 

Concerning this unique situation   and nature of the Atlas Rising Tokens, distribution 
is also equally unique and beneficial to the Atlas Rising  Token holder.  Great care has 
been taken so as to prevent manipulations such as "pump and dump".  The main goal 
was to create a Token that the public would want to possess and hold for the long 
term.   

This meant that the Atlas Rising Token would need be stable, generate marketable 
and liquid revenues and be held separate from potential market manipulations.  
There are several steps that must be taken in order to meet these stringent 
requirements and help put the odds in the favor of the Atlas Rising Token owner.

This is the main reason that Atlas Rising will only be listed on an exchange after 
there are sustainable net assets and a circulating supply of Risings.

Exchange listing. 

The Atlas Rising  Token will not be listed on an exchange until the revenue streams 
are stabilized. Once we have a history of performance that can be demonstrated 
then Atlas Rising will begin listing on exchanges. Listing too early with no real 
history and performance records will not be beneficial to the value of the Atlas Rising 
Token. This is just another step to ensure a stable value.

Distribution of Atlas Rising Tokens

Once the first token is distributed to an investor, then a percentage is also 
distributed to the primary entities. This maintains a balance in the percentage of 
ownership. This method also prevents institutions, owners or investors from owning 
disproportionate amounts of Atlas Rising Tokens. 
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There are several caveats that make this project even more unique and special. 
Mainly, there are no markets to develop or sales that must be made in order to 
generate an income for Atlas Rising.

Other projects will boast that they are creating a new market specially projects that 
utilize cryptocurrency as a payment method, for a new game or a new online app. In 
every single case each company will need to develop a market and sell its product in 
order to realize success.  Often they cannot succeed because the public or buyers 
did not accept the product.  Therefore, no sales were made and no income was 
produced. 

However, in the case of Atlas Rising all that is needed is our comprehensive system. 
So as stated before no market to develop, no branding of a product and no public 
opinion needed in order to be successful.      

The next benefit for the Atlas Rising holder is the number of Atlas Rising Tokens that 
will be available. Once the company has been capitalized then the Atlas Rising 
Tokens will be in limited supply. 

This means that each month as the growth takes place, that will increase the 
rewards to the Atlas Rising Token holders.  It is our desire that the price can be 
stabilized based on a real and true value and not hype or manipulation.  
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Profit Projections

 Profit estimate can not be considered without first taking into account that Bitcoin 
Halving will take place at every 210,000 blocks mined. The Bitcoin system is designed 
on a deflationary  model unlike all other economies that are based on Inflationary 
models.  

This means since Bitcoin is becoming more mainstream and the rewards half at 
210,000 blocks the only thing that can happen to Bitcoin is to go up.  The 
fluctuations in the market allow for huge profits to be made and without that 
volatility then no profits can be realized.  

This very fact is what leads economist to believe that Bitcoin will eventually hit over 
100,000.00 USD per coin.  It is more than just basic Supply and Demand theory.  It is 
how the algorithm for Bitcoin was designed.  Bitcoin was under ONE penny and now 
sits over 9,000.00  The past 10 years has proven that the Bitcoin algorithm functions 
as it was designed.   

Since it is designed on a deflationary model, then when rewards are decreased the 
only thing that Bitcoin can do is to go up in value in order to maintain the miners.  
Without miners Bitcoin can not live.

The goal of Atlas Rising is to pay rewards from solar mining in the form of Bitcoin, 
which means that there should be a direct relationship that will develop between the 
two.  The value of the Atlas Rising Token which taken into consideration the net 
asset in the vault along with the amount of BTC paid out as rewards.  As the assets in 
the vault increases in vault then it is expected that the value of the Atlas Rising 
Token will also rise in value.  
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There is one statement that has never been objected to nor denied;

Bitcoin has changed world currencies forever and much like the "Genie"  can never be 
put back in the bottle.  Even as such, the general world population is still not 
comfortable with crypto.  Most main streamers have no idea how to buy or sell 
Bitcoin let alone how to mine it.   

World institutions and financial giants are evaluating Bitcoin for their investment 
portfolios and long term holdings.  All the while the Bitcoin rewards are halving 
every 210,000 blocks and the difficulty level rises daily. Electrical costs will rise over 
time and yet Bitcoin will become more and more mainstream.

How can Bitcoin survive?  Why would world institutions invest in such a coin?  
Bitcoin is simply based on a deflationary model unlike every other world economy 
that has a inflationary model.  With that one fact at the heart of Bitcoin, the only 
thing that Bitcoin can do is go up. That is how the algorithm was designed and it has 
proven itself over the past 10 years.  That is why world economist are predicting 
100,000.00 USD for Bitcoin. 

We want to be there when it happens.  Our team has implemented new and creative 
ideas and concepts that will allow Atlas Rising to effectively use energy in such a way 
that Bitcoin and crypto mining is more profitable.  Bitcoin has brought on a 
revolution of green thinking.   

At first Bitcoin appeared to consume our world energy supplies. But now with 
conservation and green management and more importantly the demand for Bitcoin, 
Atlas Rising  is leading the way with new green methods for Bitcoin.  

 

. 
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On this page we still need some texts about the rest of the project should 
be intertwined with one another


